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Animal jam greely x reader

Hell is hot, but Language: English words: 342 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 5 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 159 It's Winter Holiday, think Tyron to himself, I played a very old game called Animal Jam. I have nothing to do, so why don't I finish my epic collection of memorable rare item Mondays? Maybe I'll find an online friend or two...--------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------Sean deals with his nails for a shiny new, (or ancient) brown magma lamp. Another few solids, he mutters quietly. It is a lonely life as an only collector, but at least he has items.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A beautiful decorated den has been completed. Una
smiles behind her screen, satisfied with her work, after some vine placement goes perfect. She wonders what else there is to do on Animal Hunt. Language: English Words: 10 Chapters: 1/1 Kudu: 1 Hits: 19 A complete history of Rainfall's past. Part 1 of Rainwish's Story Language: English words: 4,182 Chapters: 6/52 Kudos: 4 Hits: 49 A decade has passed
since the original six Alphas died, whether at war or through natural causes. Six new animals took their place, chosen by a board established by the original six before they passed. Sagitari, the new wolf Alpha, differs from her other five companions. She doesn't have her own Alpha stone like them. But what eats away from her most of all is her fault over past
mistakes. She couldn't save her best friend of the phantoms. As it turns out, her best friend is not killed, but subject to a lot far worse than death. Nearly two decades of their life, spending wandering unknown countries, desperately trying to find a way home. They managed to get back, but now they have to read just after they've been away for so long.
Maybe it's Sagitari's second chance to help them, and her best friend's second chance to build a new life. Language: English words: 2,979 Chapters: 1/? Kudos: 2 Hits: 12 An old Animal Hunt account is unexpectedly revived, and the wolf and bunny that can still be played are confused. Part 2 of Rainwish's Story Language: English words: 692 Chapters: 1/1
Kudos: 12 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 127 Young Alphas. (I add Juno, but he was turned into a statue at his sacrifice.) Peck - toddlerGilbert - teen - young adultNeGreely - mini wolf (small wolf)Juno - adultLiza - teenGraham - adultCosmo - young adult Chief Canon: Juno will be a man Part 6 of Sweet Wool bef05's ArtWorks Language: English words: 0 Chapters: 1/1
Kudos: 4 Hits: 158 here's the link to the original &gt; to the suffering who had to read it. Original or new, this fic is terrible and so is the subject matter Language: English Words: 707 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 6 Hits: 101 A A Night with the monkey man. Language: English words: 475 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 15 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 366 Language: English words: 325
Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 4 Hits: 66 You and Consell meditate on your garden until a message has been sent to you both. What will happen next? Will both of you make it out of the life of the power of the ink machine? Or will both of you die and drown in ink? Well, let's find out! Language: English words: 3,018 Chapters: 5/? Kudos: 6 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 129
Today is the day where you and your friend Garold get a chance to draw pranks on other people, celebrate easter, and of course have fun! But somehow it's not always going to be that way.... for later on your friend began to act strangely, such as if he kept a secret that he kept with himself without telling anyone. But when you ask him what's wrong, you
realize he's not who you think he is. So, let the story unfold. Language: English words: 2,571 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 5 Hits: 473 Em uma tarde de Autono, O klã resolveu's reunir to Toca de Lira para uma 'Festa do chá' Language: Portuguese brasileiro Words: 687 Chapters: 1/1 Hits: 29 This is the story of all halloween stories in the depths of Jamaa that reveal
nowhere. Sorry of all ages don't know it yet because it's just the beginning. Language: English words: 119 Chapters: 1/32 Kudos: 1 Hits: 544 Peck was painting in her home only painting and other things Peck likes to do until Cadence invited her to her house. Will Peck confess her love for Cadence or will she keep it a secret? Well, let's find out! Language:
English words: 3,742 Chapters: 2/? Kudos: 4 Hits: 435 You are usually riding your bike in your garden for free time, but then suddenly a 90's skeleton comes by visiting you. But this time he wants something else from you and it's something personal. Language: English Words: 3,313 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 25 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 3438 A small collection of
poems relating to and on heartbreaking. Requests and comments are appreciated and read. Language: English words: 673 Chapters: 3/? Kudos: 7 Hits: 223 In the beginning, the Great Alphas lived in fear of the mighty Phantom King, until they were set free from darkness by the Gods. Language: English words: 1,375 Chapters: 3/? Kudos: 7 Hits: 129 An
inaccurately slow growing ratio of the two popular animal hunters, Bepper and Skorm, also contains other ajtubers, as well as different relationships also contain some missing drama cause im a sample=^^= Language: English words: 1,178 Chapters: 1/? Kudos: 4 Hits: 289 [Outerers de Greely's Inferno] Com o pelo molhado pelas lagrimas, sentindo todos
seus amigos atrás de si, olhando em direção ao vulcão, ela falou tentando forçar um sorriso: — Então, acabou não é mesmo? Language: Portuguese brasileiro Words: 673 Chapters: Kudos: 1 Hits: 56 Category page This category is for stories Jam's animals are Alfas or Shamans as an important part of their conspiracy. All items (400) Community content
are available under CC-BY-SA unless noted otherwise. Lost Boy- Animal Jam Parody Was listening to prodigal son the other day and just finished uploading my latest AJMV on Youtube ( -to watch my channel)And I thought of some cool lyrics to make it an AJ Parody. So here are the lyrics, and soon I'll put video of it soon (this will be my first singing video)
please note that if you want to use these lyrics for a video please ask me, and for the most part I'll say yes, but please be sure to ask and give me credit by connecting my channel and deviant page in describing your video or getting it somewhere in your video. Thank you! Lost SorryThere was a time when I was alone Nowhere to go, no game to call homemy
just friends were classmates of school and even sometimes they would leave too. Then one night, as I was online was an ad by Nat Geo WildShe came to me with the sweetest smile,' told me she wanted to chat for a while. She said, Liza, that's what they call me. I prom poketopia8934 Destruction of the Phantoms Peck trampled alongside Liza as they
walked by the lost temple of Zios. Liza shuffled with her fingers as Peck struck next to her impatiently. What is it, Liza? Peak muttered, experienced. Are you here to apologise to me on behalf of Greely? Liza stopped in front of the old Zios statue. She sat in front of it and packed her feet on the mossy ground next to her and told Peck movement to sit. She sat
next to Liza and anxiously pped her foot. Well? Why have you taken me here? Liza sighs. She looked at Peck solemnly. I have set you aside not only to apologise on behalf of Greely, but also to explain to you the reason behind his infalible and mood behaviour. Peck groaned dramatically. Well? What is his agreement? There is much more to Greetings than
complying with the eye, Liza calmly informed her. The reason he's been so hard to you lately is that he feels you' QAoA Bride of Phantom King Prologue Summary: Set in a dynamic wasteland future, the secret village of the remaining Sorry is now discovered by The Phantoms. To save the town from a threat of a massacre, a bride must be sacrificed to the
newly crowned Phantom King. The bride would be given a month to prove herself worthy of being a woman and being a great representative of her village or else her village would be gone.~One Week ago You can kiss the bride, said the Giraffe zebra priest, kissing the two animal obstacles. The guests rejoiced as they saw a newly married couple about
starting a bright future together. As the sun sits in the outside world, nighttime came as a signal for the wedding recept to begin. After the toast was made, the guests celebration danced to the harmonious music and the romantic with a joyful mood in the sky. The bridegrooms and grooms don't dance, but socialise in a large group in a corner. The maid of
honor did not join the others. No, instead, was his sta-mysterious game what does this think about? #6 AJ Editon (read the description to see how this works)1) Zio's Mask2) Mira's Feather3) Liza's Compass4) Graham's Goggles5) Peck's Paintbrush6) Greely's Journal7) Sir Gilbert's Armor8) Tavie's Tail Armor9) Crystal Sand's Flamingo10) Coral Canyon's Art
Studio11) Temple of Zios' Broken Zios Statue12) Sarepia Forest's Fire Pit13) Kimbara Outback's Windmill14) Mount Shiveer's Frozen Dinosaur15) Appondale's Anthill16) Jamaa Township's Mira Statue17) Crystal Reef's Whale18) Bahari Bay's Seahorse Fountain19) Kani Cove's Sunken Ships20) Deep Blue's Underwater Volcanoes mysteriouskey body,
background, animal, shading, COMICis still looks s**t for me!i want to be better then beforei hope you guys understand charamel-rhino *AJ RANT* Selling and duplicating items Howdy jammers! Good news: I'm not dead! (No joke, how else would I type it?) I was just sick like many (a stomach flu and two colds) and I was doing school. Not to mention I spent
more time on Animaljam Amino... ANYWAY, LET'S GET RIGHT IN THE NEWS! Selling items: Okay, it's (hopefully) old news, but Skorm is banned from selling items. I'm not sure where I stand by this because I used to sell and buy items here. The difference between Skorm and my sale items is that Skorm was selling items for actual currency while I sold it
for points (Of course, points are not actual currency considered they can't be exchanged for cash—unless you buy it from the store). Why should it make a difference? Due to a simple phrase (which should be fairly self-explanatory...): Skorm was virtually stealing money from Ajhq (regardless of Ajhq spending time Zanysword AJ Tips N' Tricks N' Tricks: Den
Shops Welp, welcome to Lui's AJ Tips N' Tricks! If you don't know what AJ stands for, it means Animal Jam, a game for kids (and teenagers too apparently) meant for education on wildlife and has since grown up with trade, adventures and other fun things! If you don't know the game, this series is not for you, if you played the game or play it, welcome!! Here
I teach you things I know of certain topics in Animal Jam. I have since late 2010 (Around September I believe), and know a little about the game (though I still have a noob on some things, so forgive me as I get some information wrong!). This series is more of things I've learned that work for me, so don't take this advice as it is holy and must be strictly
followed! Just suggestions and tips I've learned. Enjoy!~ We've all seen them being advertised in Jamaa Township, with the hosts always saying: Shop/store my den!!. The only variation of this skinwalkinq How to drive the Alfas Crazy This is a completely random list I have created for your entertainment! It was randomly created after taking inspiration from
that list-fics you can come across the internet. Comment below if some of these made you laugh or if you would do any of these. If you want to contribute to the list, comment below that you will add to this list. I'll update it with new contributions and you'll be given credit. Enjoy! Warning: If you are trying to do any of the following actions below, I am not
responsible for any injuries or your death. The following content is also rated PG-13. (No real alphas are harmed in making this list) Liza1) Tells her she is fat.2) Asks her how much she weighs.3) Reminds her how ugly she looks in the beta days. Tell her that this is the only reason she actually wears makeup.4) When she sleeps, color her hair neon green.5)
(works best if you're a boy) Lift her dress with the goal of seeing if she'll get shy.6) Tell her she's creepy. Remind mysterious aJ Tips N' Tricks: Lucky Clovers Welp, welcome to Lui's AJ Tips N' Tricks! If you don't know what AJ stands for, it means Animal Jam, a game for kids (and teenagers too apparently) meant for education on wildlife and has since grown
up with trade, adventures and other fun things! If you don't know the game, this series is not for you, if you played the game or play it, welcome!! Here I teach you things I know of certain topics in Animal Jam. I have since late 2010 (Around September I believe), and know a little about the game (though I still have a noob on some things, so forgive me as I get
some information wrong!). This series is more of things I've learned that work for me, so don't take this advice as it is holy and must be strictly followed! Just suggestions and tips I've learned. Enjoy!~ What is Lucky Clovers? Lucky Clovers is a seasonal adventure on Animal Rabbit! It comes from every March, and is to do so since... 2015 I believe! Trust me,
if you are a newer player is a skinwalkinq AJ Tips N' Tricks: Fashion Welp, welcome to Lui's AJ Tips N' Tricks! If you don't know what AJ stands for, it means Animal Jam, a game for kids (and teenagers too apparently) meant for education on wildlife and has since grown up with trade, adventures and other fun things! If you don't know the game, this series is
not for you, if you played the game or play it, welcome!! Here I teach you things I know of certain topics in Animal Jam. I have since late 2010 (Around September I believe), and know a little about the game (Though I still have a noob on some things, forgive me if I get some information wrong!). This series is more of things I've learned that work for me, so
don't this counsel as it is holy and must be strictly followed! Just suggestions and tips I've learned. Enjoy!~ Excuse me while I vote in my girlfriend fashionista side-OK BETCHES, OUR GONNA TALK ABOUT FASHION AND HOW TO BE FASHIONABLE IN A 5-YEAR-OLD'S GAMEYOU CAN even have a popular rare beta ARCTIC WOLF FRO VELWalkinq
20 things to do in AJ if you're ever bored if you're ever bored in animal Liver below comments if you've done any of these heal your boredom in Animal Jam!1) Start a strange, Creepy cult.2) Never play I have ever met your friends.3) Go to random pillow rooms and try to adopt many kids/pets as possible.4) Get a buddy and dress yourself up as two different
famous pity (it will work better if you dress 100% exactly as the famous you dress up as). Go into Jamaa Township and act like a cheese romantic couple. Wait for people's responses.5) Play truth or dare with your friends.6) Go to a random person's den and claim that you have their long lost relative.7) If you have the chance, go to the pillow room and patch
players who do the sleep action. Then sit on them and distant on them.8) Go to Jamaa Township and ask a bunch of random question in all caps. If no one else answered, trying to go to different servers.9) If you were a member, get pe mysterious Story of the Pale Juniper – Chapter 1 Tired was an understatement of what I felt. I was so low on energy, I could
hardly succeed in snacking a proper thought together. My stomach grew, but I didn't move an inch. Before I knew this, I sank into dreamless sleep. The next morning, however, was particularly nice. Granted I was still tired, but I managed to sit in bed when my alarm watch pulled me out of sleep. I would start to admire the sunlight by admiring my window, it
was before my stomach grew furious again, and reminded me that I needed food to function. So with a sigh, I pulled the blankets off me and drove out of my room and down the hall. The sun had just risen above the horizon when I heard a gentle thin on my front door. I opened it to find a rolled-up bunch of papers on my doorstep. The latest edition of The
Jamaa Journal. I read it quietly in a lounge chair while I was spiked on my coffee. I heard another sound, my doorbell. I sigh, it was too early fo AJChronicle alpha/aj lore headcanonsmira is the moon (to jamaa) and zios are the sun (in the solar jamaa preily put in)liza still a little pine to mira (think su pearl to rose quartz, but considerably better and
healthier)greeting is isolation because he couldn't have a better way to deal with his (common) anger and frustration peck is not much younger than the other alphas.the spirit stones on the alphase's clothes allow them to channel their strength in majicks.graham and cosmos pranks saam.peck is is closest to Mr. Gilbert. peck helped him learn to sculpture. Sir
gilbert uses this skill small chess pieces for its battle mapping and army division.mira created the citizens of jamaa from emotion such as hope and love. the phantoms are created out of fear and sadness.the animals that go into the struggle or adventures do are actually experienced (yours included). xXblackv3ilbridesXX When AJ likes to play with your Ok
wow, so I signed up in AnimalJam today and every morning I try so damn hard to click on the Daily spin button at a certain time, as I have a little trick where I wait and sometimes it actually works by landing on the diamonds (but all this directed so it doesn't matter.. But I like to try anyway) so this morning, I click spin after waiting like 4 seconds and BOOM I
get a drawer screen that I just came out. So I refresh bc the charging screen has about 5 whole minutes of doing nothing and when it finally loaded back, no daily spin, no diamonds in my stock or gems nothing. smh Bateye Is famous rabbit good or bad? * DEBATE * Hello again my beautiful pudding cups! This article has now been updated with more in-
depth opinions. For the sake of identity, specific known ram will not be called out in this debate section. So today we will talk about the celebrities of Animal Jam: famous pity!*What is a famous pity?-To get a clear understanding that is a famous pity, are famous players to the Animal Jam game community.*How much-known pity is there?-Around 2011-2012,
there are about 5 known pity or more at that time. That's because the community isn't that big. With more than 10,000 subscribers being considered a large number back then (one famous sorry reached that number at that time). However, as the AJ community grows and expands, more famous chimet competes for the spotlight of AJ. Now, with more than
50,000 subscribers a large number (however, a famous sorry has more than 200,000 subscribers). Today, now there are about 20 familiar or more famous chim. Mysterious animal hunt random questions Welcome on this page! Here you are going to answer a lot of random questions related to Animal Jam! There are no right or wrong answers, just answer
how you want! When you're done answering, comment your answers below (optional) Enjoy!1) Which animal do you use the most often?2) Where do you usually hang out?3) Which adventure do you play the most?4) Which animal do you want to be added as a playable avatar or a pet?5) Have you made Any masterpieces?6) Which animal is most
overoccupied to you?7) Are you involved in the AJ community or any drama?8) Have you ever hacked/scammed?9) What is your opinion towards famous sorry?10) If any of the alphas want to make you their apprentice, who would you choose any why? Mysterious Creepypaste: The Black Fox ~ Notice: This story is based on Back up and main account. Be
warned, there will be gore in this story...~ Lieutenant walks around in Jamaa, noting that the sun goes down. When it was night, he heard stories that there was a black fox pewing around Jamaa's territories. So, that's why everyone locked up their dens, to keep her away. Now, he noticed two minutes later, the sun went down. So he tried to do the same as
everyone else in Jamaah. But... he knew little about everything in Jamaah. He didn't know how to close his den. He also heard that when someone does not close their dens, the black fox will appear behind and bite life out of her victims. So he knew he was going to be killed. But who knows? All of a sudden, he noticed his buddy, Rosy, hadn't arrived for the
last two months, and began to get a little crawled out when he saw her. She was a black fox, with each of her items a black color. Bracelet, top hat, a worn, and Arcticwolf39905 Things only AJ players can understand The list is based on game experiences of the author. If you have something to add to the list, comments below and I will add it.1) You have
heard of an incredible, fun glitch and the parade gets rained on when AJHQ fixes it.2) You have a male animal and you get empty-headed mates coming to you as if you were a celebrity. (become more awkward when your female animal looks like a male)3) You suddenly take care of pixels when you scammed.4) Feel like an eternity when AJHQ would



release a new adventure soon.5) with some certain animals making you a target for species such as pandas, sharks, etc. (animal racism). As is wrong to another animal?6) Try to chat without AJHQ blocking it is like lifting a box of textbooks.7) The biggest day in your life when you have membership for the first time in forever.8) The Most gloomy day in your
life when your membership expires.9) You carried an exclusive item and pity begging you trade it.10) It is purely he is mysterious Animal Confessions list WARNING : The following confessions are based on the author's opinions and experiences. If they somehow offend you, let the rear button be your best friend!1- I want AJ to release peacle as playable
animals.2- I actually prefer the beta version of the story of Jamaa. It's darker, but it's nicer than the new story.3- I wish more people would try to draw other animals different from wolves, arctic wolves and whips. It is to see them on every AJ related website.4- Each of my animals is their own individual characters rather than a single one.5- I wish Cosmo could
get more love from players. He' a lil' teddy bear with big ears :3!6- The alpha I honestly understand the least is Sir Gilbert.7- If I own AJ, I'll change a lot of things.8) I don't have a alpha. I ever love single one of them equally.9) Maybe it's it. good thing AJHQ has not released any information about the small alphas. You can make their relationships,
personalities, character a mysterious the phantom queen 4 She has landed gently on the grass of the bamboo forest, it rotted once she touched it, so that's why phantoms float, she thought. The little garden of Liza's began to rot with everything she breathed, so that's why they didn't breathe, she thought. Slowly she got her way out into the open street, she
walked, to make sure to stay in the shadows. It began to get harder when she got closer to the center. She saw a large crowd of animals all the shapes and sizes, some wearing nails and hookers, some wore the necklace, one was dressed as a red and black wolf for Halloween. She slapped silently, no matter how many times she accidentally pushed
someone, they wouldn't take any knowledge of her. Finally she made it out, only ended she was before, then she saw something that usually she would have ignored, but at the moment would be a savior, a phantom forward! She rushed over to and jumped in, felt a feeling when she hit the Queen of the phantoms Chapter 3 She arrived in Jamma township
as night, she rushed to Lizas hut and knocked on the door. It opened, Liza and Greelys face appeared. What are you doing here Snow? Your fur is grey, your eyes are purple, you wear a garment and you smell like phantoms! were you? Liza shouted. I got lost in the forest after the battle Snow stumbled. Still, do not explain your strange look and phantom
smell Greely declares. Liza moved to Snow and slapped the door. All the alphas are to collect a table. Graham told us the consequences of a Sorry if you were in alliance with the phantoms He grew. Snow quivered I tell you I am lost in the forest after the battle She repeats. Liza shot her on a chair. Tell us honestly now, were you!? Sir Gilbert shouted. Okay, I
was imprisoned by the phantoms amid the battle. I managed to escape, I went just across the border about an hour ago, I told y catabogus The phantom Queen Chapter 5 Snow was a happy child, she had a loving family, a home, and protection by the alphas, nothing could go wrong. She was born a few days after the phantom king was born. She grew up in
a half destroyed world, when the plants were green again, and the rivers flowed clearly, and the sky was bright and fresh, she was confused. After a life of dead and lifeless land, she was afraid of a lush and vibrant world. Her parents didn't know these conditions had made her work, but even so they made her a lot. She was born in the conditions in which a
phantom would be born, a lifeless struggling to survive. Survive. She was born the first thing she saw was not her mother, but a phantom hiding in the grass, no one else saw it spying in the hospital. The phantoms kept pace with the number of animals and the heart-tisses that restored the alphas, making sure that the population was not too big to catch them
up, and when there were for many animals, they would catabogus catabogus
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